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The Neew Dimension of Hu
ungarian Procurem
P
ments
During the
e last years Hungarian defence bu
udget
In 2008 total Millitary
sharply decreased.
d
expenditurre of Hungaary was acccording to SIPRI
S
1,690 milliion US dollaars in consttant 2008 prices
p
whereas in
n 2011, reach
hed 1,287 m
million US dollars.
Due to thiss the countrry did not prrocured a vaariety
of defence
e equipment. Sweden haas a leading role
in th
he Hungariaan armament imports. Apart
A
from Sweden,
S
oth
her importan
nt countries that
expo
ort arms to Hungary in the
t period 2007‐2011
2
are USA, Italyy Finland and Israel. Imp
ports
are rather limiteed in their geographical structure ass (3) of the (4) first coun
ntries that exxport
e
arms to Hungaryy, based on the amountt of funds allocated are European. TThis can be easily
ocioeconomicc relations that the country has devveloped with
h the
expllained by thee intense so
Euro
opean Union
n member staates after 20
004, when Hu
ungary enterred EU.
The limitation of the geograaphical allocaation of the Hungarian im
mports is in accordance with
edominant area of imporrts for the pe
eriod
the limitation off imported ittems. Aircrafft are the pre
nd
7‐2011 with
h a total am
mount of 163 US$ m. at constant (1990)
(
pricees. The 2 most
m
2007
important secto
or is that of missiles
m
with
h 27 US$ m. at constant (1990) pricees whereas other
o
es follow.
areaas such as armoured vehicles, sensorrs and engine
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The predominan
nt place of Sw
weden in thee exports of major conveentional weaapons to Hun
ngary
is mainly
m
due to
o the fact that the Hunggarian Air Force has (14) Gripens on a 10 year le
ease‐
and‐‐by arrangem
ment, includ
ding (2) two‐seaters (C/D versions). The final (3
3) aircrafts were
w
delivvered in Deccember 2007
7. The purchaase included an offset paackage of a 110% value of
o the
amo
ount of the procurement
p
t.
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Additionally, Hungary loaned equipment to use them in Afghanistan. Namely, the country
loaned from USA in 2010 (46) HMMWV Up‐Armoured APVs and (19) MaxxPro APCs.
Furthermore, Hungary procured (2) Ex‐Finnish Mi‐8T/Hip‐C Helicopters in 2011 from Finland
and (100) The AGM‐65 Maverick missiles. The AGM‐65 is an air‐to‐ground tactical missile
(AGM) designed for close air support. Hungary will use them with the JAS‐39 combat
aircraft.
Having inherited a legacy of a heavy, slow‐ moving Warsaw Pact force is trying to modify it
into a more versatile and modernised NATO force able to cope with the needs of the
modern arm field. Due to this process Hungarian military has been downsized from 130,000
in 1989 to approximately 24,000 in 2008. This has been “paused” by luck of economic funds
during the last years.

Kyriazis Vasileios,
Epicos Newsletter Head Editor
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Hunga
arian Officcials Visit NATO’s Air
A Base att Geilenkir
irchen,
Gerrmany
Hu
ungary’s ou
utmost strategic goal is to be fully
integrated in the western
n internation
nal organisations,
uch as NATO
O and EU. Du
ue to this Hu
ungary has been
b
su
paarticipating in NATO’s missions sincee the crisis in
n the
Baalkan Peninssula. During the implem
mentation off the
Daayton Peace
e Accords during
d
1995
5‐2004, Hun
ngary
provvided significcant help to the
t allied forrces. Since th
hen, the coo
operation bettween NATO
O and
st
Hun
ngary has beeen further enhanced.
e
U
Under
this context on Thursday,
T
June 21 , Deffence
Minister Mr. Csaba Hende and
a Lt.‐Gen.. Dr. Zoltan Orosz, the Deputy
D
Chieff of the Deffence
Staff visited thee NATO Air Base
B
Geilenkkirchen, Gerrmany. Durin
ng the visit at the base,, Mr.
ba Hende and Lt.‐Gen. Dr. Zoltán Orosz watcched the dissplay flight of the Airb
borne
Csab
Warrning and Control System
m (AWACS) aircraft.
In 1999, Hungary was granted an
n observer sstatus in NA
ATO’s
Airborne Eaarly Warningg and Contro
ol Programm
me Managem
ment
Organization (NAPMO).. The countrry became a full member in
December, 2005. Accordingly, initially (4) Hun
ngarian Air Force
F
personnel began
b
work at
a the E‐3A Component in Geilenkirchen
in the summ
mer of 2006
6, and later they
t
were jo
oined by ano
other
(7) Hungariian air force personnell. Apart from Hungary (14)
more countries contrib
bute to thee AEW&C p
program, namely
Belgium, Caanada, Denm
mark, Germaany, Greecee, Hungary, Italy,
Luxembourgg, The Nethe
erlands, Norw
way, Poland,, Portugal, Spain,
Turkey, and
d the United States. The United Kinggdom has its own
fleett of E‐3D AW
WACS aircraftt which it pro
ovides to the
e NAPMO as a 'contribution in kind'. Both
the United Statees and Francee have their own nationaal AWACS fleeets. France attends NAPMO
h
thee country’s E‐3F
E
AWACSS aircraft participate in joint
meeetings as an observer, however
operations with NATO countterparts on a case‐by‐casse basis.
Currrently the AW
WACS is playying an important role in the securityy of the 2012
2 UEFA Europ
pean
Foottball Championship. Hosst nations haave requeste
ed
the Boeing E‐3A
A fleet to prrovide air surveillance an
nd
conttrol capabilitty in their aiirspace and the
t Hungariaan
defeence forces are
a participating in severral tasks in th
his
misssion. The Veszprem “Rocck” (Control and Reporting
Centter, CRC) reeceives recoggnized air pictures (RAP
Ps)
from
m the Ukrain
ne and Polan
nd and transsmits them to
the NATO operaating authoritties.
Hun
ngary’s preseence in the abovementio
a
oned mission
ns clearly illu
ustrates the ffact that the
ere is
a strrong politicaal will for thee further inteegration of the country in the collecttive structures of
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NATO. Additionally, participating in NATO’s missions has been an important “school” for
Hungarian defence forces, as they gained practical experience, which has contributed to the
improvement of their operational capability and readiness. Furthermore Hungarian armed
forces are constantly changing in line with the transformation of NATO capabilities, and its
doctrines are revised along with it.
In order to be able to fulfil the aforementioned defence commitments and aspirations HDF
has to create the proper infrastructures and enhance its armament. The main goal of this
reform is to improve Hungarian operational forces and to create a stable yet flexibly
adjustable structure; the right ratio of services and branches; effective command and
control, the independent operational capability of units and sub‐units and the modularity of
structural elements are indispensable conditions for the efficient operation of the HDF.
Kyriazis Vasileios,
Epicos Newsletter Head Editor
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Epicos “IIndustriall Cooperattion and Offset
O
Projjects”
Epiccos “Industrial Cooperatiion and Offsset Projects” provides a unique
set of online tools en
nabling the structure, identificattion and
implementation of compreh
hensive Offssets program
ms, through a searchablee database.
By in
ntroducing different
d
offsset projects and ideas prroposed by local A&D industry it enssures
the optimum co
ost for Primee Contractorrs and reassures that th
he priorities of local indu
ustry
are fully
f
met…
For Further Information Presss Here

Devvelopment of an advvanced Fluxxset type magnetic field
f
sensor for Airborne
Antiisubmarine Warfare
W
A comp
pany with vaast experien
nce on custo
omized hardw
ware
and software soluttions, the development of avionics and
e
other high‐tech electronics
systems and simulatorrs is
n offset projject‐ partnership
proposing ‐in the frame of an
with a prime conttractor or a third partyy company in a
s
in sensing ttechnologiess, for
targeteed country specializing
the development of an advan
nced Fluxsett type magnetic
field seensor for Airb
borne Antisu
ubmarine Waarfare.

For Further Information Con
ntact our ICO
O Department
Mail at: g‐menexxis@epicos.ccom
Desiign and Deve
elopment off a UAV Nucllear Reconnaaissance Sysstem
A large companyy with significant leaading
d
t and producction
experience in the development
of chem
mical defensse instruments and nuclear
reconnaaissance
osing
systems,
is
propo
collaboration with a company specializing in
n the
design and production of Unmanned Aerial
A
Vehicless in order to develop a UAV nuclear
reconnaaissance sysstem. Fieldss of applicaation
could
be:
recconnaissancee
of
widely
conttaminated areas;
a
localization of siingle radiatiion sources;; nuclear acccidents; atomic
expllosion.

ntact our ICO
O Department
For Further Information Con
Mail at: g‐menexxis@epicos.ccom
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Epico
os‐ Amazo
on
Man
naging Defen
nce in a Dem
mocracy, by R.
R Clearly an
nd Teri McCo
onvile
TThe state is understood as a human
n community that claims, successfully, the
m
monopoly
of the
t legitimatee use of physiical force with
hin a given terrritory. Takingg into
c
consideration
this ascertainment a quesstion that is unprompted
u
ccreated is how
w the
s
state
intends to control thee means of viiolence which
h are used botth for internaal and
e
external
security. Although
h each state is unique it is
i possible to
o identify com
mmon
i
issues,
probleems and answ
wers to the ab
bove‐mention
ned question and this is exxactly
w
what
the lead
ding contributo
ors that this volume
v
brings together are trying to iden
ntify.

Millitary Geograaphies (RGS‐‐IBG Book Se
eries) by Racchel Woodw
ward
Military Geo
M
ographies seets an interresting new
w agenda fo
or research into
m
militarism
an
nd its geogrraphies. It delineates
d
th
he ways with which millitary
a
activities
creeates spaces, places, envvironments and landscapes. It exam
mines
t environm
the
mental, cultu
ural, econom
mic and political dimensio
ons of militaarism
t
through
the lens of geoggraphy. The book is coveering an asp
pect of militaarism
t
that
has nott attracted the
t proper attention
a
an
nd that is th
he reason why it
m be conssidered as a certain read
must
d for anyone interested in broadenin
ng his
o her horizo
or
ons in the afo
orementione
ed issue.
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Epicos Neewsroom
Elbitt Systems to
o Upgrade Ko
orean Air Forces' C‐130 Transport
T
Aiircraft Underr Contract
Valu
ued at $62 Million
M
Haiffa, Israel, Jun
ne 24, 2012 – Elbit Systeems Ltd. (NA
ASDAQ and TASE:
T
ESLT) ("Elbit Syste
ems")
anno
ounced todaay that it was
w awarded
d a contract valued at $62 million to upgrade
e the
Koreean Air Forcce C‐130 traansport aircrraft. Under the contractt, the C‐130
0 aircraft will be
instaalled with vaarious typess of advanceed electronicc systems. In
n addition, EElbit Systemss will
convvert the exissting analogg cockpit to a "Glass‐Cockpit" usingg Elbit System
ms' cutting‐edge
digittal flight disp
plays.
The project, to be performeed over fourr years, will be executed
d in cooperation with Korea
K
Aero
ospace Industries Ltd. (KAI),
(
who iss the leadin
ng local aircraft manufaacturer in Ko
orea.
Yoraam Shmuely,, Co‐Generall Manager off Elbit System
ms' Aerospacce Division ccommented: "We
are very proud of
o this award. It marks an
a additional milestone in the projects Elbit Systtems
has performed for the Koreean Air Force in collaboration with Korea Aerosspace Industtries.
Thiss new contraact is expeccted to furth
her enhance
e capabilities of the Ko
orean Air Force".
Shm
muely added:: "The global demand fo
or transport aircraft
a
upgrrades and th
he experience we
havee accumulated in perforrming variou
us similar pro
ojects such as the previous program
m for
the Korean C‐130, as well as program
ms for the Romanian
R
C‐130 and thee Brazilian C‐95,
C
s
projects to follow
w".
posiition us as favorably for similar
About Elbit Systeems
Elbitt Systems Ltd. is an international deefense electrronics compaany engaged
d in a wide range
of programs
p
throughout th
he world. Th
he Companyy, which inccludes Elbit Systems and its
subssidiaries, opeerates in thee areas of aeerospace, lan
nd and naval systems, command, con
ntrol,
com
mmunicationss, computeers, intelligeence surveillance and reconnaisssance ("C4ISR"),
unm
manned aircrraft systems ("UAS"), ad
dvanced elecctro‐optics, electro‐optic
e
c space systems,
EW suites, airbo
orne warningg systems, ELLINT systemss, data links and
a military communicattions
C
allso focuses on the upggrading of existing millitary
systems and raadios. The Company
platfforms, deveeloping new technologiees for defen
nse, homelan
nd security and comme
ercial
aviation applicattions and pro
oviding a ran
nge of suppo
ort services.
For additional in
nformation, visit:
v
www.elbitsystems.ccom.
Contacts:
Joseeph Gaspar, Executive
E
VP
P & CFO
Tel: +972‐4‐831
16663
j.gasspar@elbitsyystems.com
Dalia Rosen, VP,, Head of Corrporate Com
mmunicationss
Tel: +972‐4‐8316
6784
daliaa.rosen@elb
bitsystems.co
om
Elbitt Systems Ltd
d. IR Contaact:
Ehud
d Helft
Kenny Green
CCG
G Investor Relations
Tel: 1‐646‐201‐9
9246
elbittsystems@cccgisrael.com
m
Source: Elbit Sysstems
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Engineers have pilot position in aerospace jobs market
The race to sell airliners, particularly between Airbus and Boeing, is putting the aerospace
companies of the world in cut‐throat competition to recruit engineers.
There is a worldwide shortage of people with the qualifications needed by the companies
gearing up to meet demand for an estimated 20,000 aircraft in the next 20 years.
The European airliner manufacturer Airbus for example is using Twitter accounts to talk to
potential recruits and is to hold an international recruitment day on June 30th, interviewing
100 candidates from 15 countries selected from more than 6,500 applicants.
Tom Enders, who has just switched from the top management of Airbus to manage the
parent group EADS, said that "the pool of talents in Europe at least has clearly become too
small".
Airbus says that of 12,000 jobs available in the sector in Europe last year, only 9,000 were
filled.
At US aircraft maker Boeing, the vice president for human resources Rick Stephens told AFP
that the United States produced 72,000 to 74,000 engineering graduates a year but "we
don't see enough students completing engineering degrees to be able to fill what we believe
will be the needs" of the aerospace industry.
His counterpart at Airbus and EADS Thierry Baril said: "We must fight like hell on the
international market to get the best talents."
When Boeing closes a factory as it did this year at Wichita in Kansas, putting engineers on
the market, "everybody pounds after them, Airbus and Bombardier," Baril said. "It's a little
war for talent."
Problem for sub‐contractors
The biggest companies say that even so, they manage to recruit owing to the strength of
their brand names, but worry about problems encountered by their sub‐contractors.
These companies can become weak links in the production chain when Boeing and Airbus
increase their output.
The president of small and medium businesses in the organisation grouping French
aerospace firms (Gifas), Thierry Voiriot said that "engineers are more attracted by the big
names and think that in these companies there will be more opportunities for
development."
This problem is exacerbated if big groups use head‐hunting firms to try to attract engineers
away from the smaller companies, he said, adding however that such behaviour was the
exception.
In general, the big manufacturers had a policy of trying to ensure that the entire industry
would be supplied adequately with engineers in the next few years.
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Stephens said that the US industry had been taking this approach for the last three years.
"We all agreed that we would help create a large talent pool and then we could go and fight
for them," he said.
Firms in the sector work with schools and universities to help draw up programmes which
meet the future needs of the industry.
Airbus, and the third‐biggest manufacturer in the world, Embraer of Brazil, run their own
engineering schools.
The president of Embraer Aviation Europe, Luiz Fuchs, said: "We have our own school in Sao
Paulo. This has been a very successful programme where we attract people who have no
possibility perhaps to go university. So we develop them, we pay attention to them, and we
put them on the market."
There is also a drive to raise the image of the engineer.
Lutz Bertling, the chief executive of Eurocopter which is part of the Airbus group and the
world leader in the sector of civil helicopters, gives presentations in universities to attract
students. He is himself an engineer.
Boeing has been working for a year with the film industry in Hollywood to improve the
image of engineers who are often cast in a bad light, Stephens said.
Commenting on competition for engineers with information technology firms such as Google
or Apple, Stephens said: "They are great paying jobs. You get more engineers doing better in
aerospace than you may in the IT field."
Boeing and Airbus also recruit on the international market.
Stephens said that Boeing, which does an increasing share of its business abroad, needs to
attract talented people outside the United States.
Airbus goes a step farther, considering itself to be not a European but a world business.
Of 4,000 people whom it will recruit this year, 90 percent will be hired in Europe and the rest
in India, in the United States, China and Russia, Baril said.
Enders said that Airbus would open an innovation unit in India to be managed by an Indian.
Source: 2012 AFP, Agence France‐Presse (AFP)
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AECOM wins US$19.5‐million contract for work on Australia’s largest public‐transportation
project
AECOM Technology Corporation (NYSE: ACM), a leading provider of professional technical
and management support services for public and private sector clients in more than 130
countries around the world, announced today that it is part of a consortium that has been
awarded a US$555‐million contract for a package of work on Australia’s Regional Rail Link in
the state of Victoria.
AECOM’s contribution in delivering the contract is expected to generate revenue of US$19.5
million.
Under the contract from Victoria’s Department of Transport, AECOM will provide rail,
structural, electrical, signaling and civil infrastructure design as well as geotechnical,
waterway modeling and environmental management services for the project — which runs
from Melbourne’s Southern Cross Station to the Maribyrnong River — until February 2015.
“We are excited to play a key role in an effort that will remove major bottlenecks in
Victoria’s rail network by untangling metropolitan and regional tracks,” said John M.
Dionisio, AECOM chairman and chief executive officer.
Planning and design work will begin immediately, and major construction for the project is
scheduled for completion during February 2015. The overall Regional Rail Link is expected to
be complete in early 2016. AECOM’s work on the project is expected to conclude during
February 2015.
The Regional Rail Link currently is Australia’s largest public‐transportation project and the
first major rail line construction project for metropolitan Melbourne in 80 years. AECOM is
part of a consortium of companies that have formed an alliance with Metro Trains
Melbourne, V/Line and the Regional Rail Link Authority to deliver the project.
About AECOM
AECOM (NYSE: ACM) is a global provider of professional technical and management support
services to a broad range of markets, including transportation, facilities, environmental,
energy, water and government. With approximately 45,000 employees around the world,
AECOM is a leader in all of the key markets that it serves. AECOM provides a blend of global
reach, local knowledge, innovation, and technical excellence in delivering solutions that
create, enhance and sustain the world's built, natural and social environments. A Fortune
500 company, AECOM serves clients in more than 130 countries and had revenue of $8.2
billion during the 12 months ended March 31, 2012. More information on AECOM and its
services can be found at www.aecom.com.

Source: AECOM
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Philippines Eyes Purchase of Third Warship, Plus Three Naval Helicopters
MANILA, Philippines ‐ The Philippines is planning to purchase a third warship and three naval
helicopters to bolster its maritime defense capabilities in a region increasingly wary of
China's looming presence.
The Philippines currently has one warship in its possession, the BRP Gregorio del Pilar.
Another warship, the BRP Ramon Alcaraz, is expected to arrive in the country later this year.
Apart from a third warship, the Philippine Navy said it was planning to purchase three
"marinized" naval helicopters to complement its available warships.
No definite date has been set, but Navy chief Vice Admiral Alexander Pama told reporters
Friday the plan is to buy these using funds generated from the Energy department's
Malampaya project.
Pama, in an interview with reporters at the Air Power Symposium in Pasay City, said the
three will eventually be attached to the Hamilton‐class cutters purchased from the United
States.
"Our budget is set for three [helicopters] since domain awareness calls for helicopters on
board; that’s why in our program there are three helicopters [for] three Hamilton Class
[ships]. One is to one," Pama explained.
At the moment, officials are busy preparing for the arrival of the second warship, BRP
Alcaraz. A 90‐man crew from the Navy has been in Charleston, South Carolina since April for
training and repairing of the ship.
Source: Epicos

Air France to shed over 5,000 jobs by 2014
Air France said Thursday it is to slash over 5,000 jobs or around 10 percent of its workforce
in voluntary departures by 2014 as part of a vast plan to make the struggling French airline
profitable.
A total of 5,122 jobs will be shed and the carrier said in a statement that all departures
would be voluntary provided a new framework agreement can be signed with unions.
"Air France has chosen to work in complete transparency and to privilege social dialogue to
find structural and sustainable solutions, included in corporate agreements," it said.
If new agreements are signed by staff then "Air France has pledged not to make
redundancies and to implement various measures to support the necessary reduction in
staff numbers," it said.
The Franco‐Dutch carrier Air France‐KLM has launched a major cost‐saving programme after
posting a loss of 809 million euros ($1.0 billion) for 2011 and a first quarter net loss in 2012
of 368 million euros.
© Epicos Informational Services
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Shares in Air France‐KLM, in which the French state holds a 15 percent stake, shot up by
over 7.0 percent after the job cuts announcement.
The company said that the new framework agreement is "a major condition of the
company's recovery" and the carrier needs to increase economic efficiency by 20 percent by
the end of 2014.
Air France said the Central Works Council would have draft agreements for signing by unions
on June 28.
"If the agreements are signed, the accompanying measures to reduce staff numbers will
exclude the use of forced departures before the end of 2013," Air France said.
The efficacy of the plan will be evaluated in the second half of 2013 and if the 20 percent
improvement is achieved "the use of forced departures will also be avoided in 2014," the
company said.
If the agreements are not signed then the improved efficiency would be achieved "in a much
more economically constrained context."
"Given the impact of the necessary reductions in activity and routes closures, forced
departures may therefore not be avoidable," Air France said.
French Employment Minister Michel Sapin said ahead of Air France's announcement that
"dialogue should allow the company to return to financial balance."
"The management says that 'if nothing is done, this big company might collapse... We must
maintain this big global French company that is Air France," Sapin said.
Air France CEO Alexandre de Juniac said that "Air France is facing a fundamental choice
about its future."
"Our business plan has two ambitions: to ensure Air France returns to profitability and to
better serve our customers. If we all make the necessary equitably distributed efforts, there
will be no forced departures," he said.
But unions said they were seeking job guarantees in exchange.
"This does not satisfy us. We want a formal undertaking on the entire plan," or guaranteeing
jobs up to 2015, said Michel Salomon of the CFDT union.
Source: 2012 AFP, Agence France‐Presse (AFP)
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